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This month's newsletter will feature Shasta Lake even though the club’s planned June
outing on Shasta was cancelled.  The lake has been especially popular this spring as a
get-away place while so was shut down.  Also this month is a book recommendation about
the history of how McCloud River rainbow trout and their descendants found their way all
over the world- to the detriment of native species.  The club president has a report,  meet
another STFF committee chair, and learn some more club history. 

President's Message:

June 17 is our next Board Meeting and we will be making plans on classes and fish outs
will be offered for the rest of the year. Look for an email with updates after the meeting.

Win-River announced that all events booked for their Event Center will be cancelled for the
balance of 2020. That means our Annual Fund Raiser will be postponed and has been
rescheduled for March 20, 2021. For the first time, Trout Unlimited and Shasta Trinity Fly
Fishers are going to hold a combined fund raiser with all of their members and all of our
members invited. We have booked the "big room" for the event and will be looking for
volunteers.

Trout Unlimited has two big projects coming up. We have permission to clear one of the
tributaries of the Trinity River that has become silted and graveled up after the fires and
rain erosion. Project is scheduled for September and we are looking for the loan of an
excavator. Second project is the side channel at the Henderson Open Space has been
approved and we will be starting that project as well.

Mary Nishioka, President 2020, nishfish4@me.com, 650-520-9992

Livingston Stone, I Presume?

At the base of Shasta Dam sits the
Livingston Stone fish hatchery.  Who were
these two guys, and why would a hatchery
be named after them?  An unusual
location, so what is the purpose of that
hatchery, anyway?
Turns out Livingston and Stone are one
and the same person.  Not a common
first name today, but that is the name
chosen by his parents when Livingston
was born in 1836.  He became an
important figure in the history of Shasta
County, and had a profound effect on
fishing the world over, particularly for
rainbow trout. 



A Harvard graduate and Unitarian pastor, he also had a keen interest in propagating and
raising trout.  In the East Coast, those fish were brook trout.  At about the same time, a
man named Spencer Fullerton Baird became very alarmed by the loss of East Coast fish
species in large part due to poor water quality resulting from industry waste.  He proposed
bringing Pacific salmon to the east to offset the loss of native species numbers. His
fledgling organization received some government funding and was to eventually become
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  The idea of forcing industry to reduce pollution was not
even a consideration in that era. 

There was a rumor that some Pacific salmon died after spawning, but that rumor was not a
deterrent to the plan. A decision was made to build a West Coast salmon hatchery, and
Livingston Stone was asked to initiate the project.  In 1872 he traveled to San Francisco,
asked where he might find salmon, then took a train to the end of the line in Red Bluff,
then a stage coach to a crossing on the Pit River.  Most of the tributaries had been
severely impacted by logging and hydraulic mining, but he found the McCloud River to still
be pristine and beautiful.  The resident Wintu tribe was not very pleased to have the
intruders on their land, but Livingston and his crew still built a salmon hatchery, the first
ever national fish hatchery, and it was named after Spencer Baird. 

Over the next few years the hatchery produced 45 million Chinook salmon eggs, which
were sent to 29 different states. In no case did the experiment work, and not a single run of
salmon had been established. 

During the operation of the salmon hatchery, they discovered another fish in the McCloud
River.  Although these fish were not quite as colorful as the brook trout back east, but “not
much inferior in appearance”.  Other qualities, such as “flavor and taste”, are as good as
brook trout, but these fish are far superior in hardiness, and in “game qualities”. The report
from the New York Fish Commissioners also stated “they take the fly as readily as brook
trout, and make a better fight against capture”. 

In 1879 a different hatchery was constructed a few miles up river from the Baird salmon
hatchery, and rainbow trout were propagated.  Fish were sent to 33 states, and eventually
to Europe, Canada, Mexico, Argentina, and New Zealand. 

A fish that in 1872 was only found in states along the Pacific Ocean and Kamchatka,
can today be found on every continent except Antarctica.  In the U.S. alone 100
million rainbow trout are stocked annually. 

Livingston Stone died a very poor man. After Baird passed away the new
commissioner disbanded the McCloud hatchery because hatcheries in the east were
now propagating rainbow trout.. Stone was often unemployed and dependent on his
children for support. The two McCloud River hatcheries are now far beneath the
surface of Shasta Lake. His name lives on however, as now a hatchery at the base
of Shasta Dam bears his name. The purpose of the hatchery is once again salmon,
and in this case the endangered winter run Chinook. 

In 1969 over 100,000 winter run salmon
were counted in the Sacramento River. By
1991 the number had crashed to less than
200 fish. Listed as “Endangered”, steps
were taken to bring the fish back from the
brink of extinction.  The hatchery was built,
and now collects 60 male and 120 female
winter run fish annually, and carefully
monitors individual fish based on their
genetics.  Fish are selectively paired to
produce optimum offspring.  From those
fish 250,000 fry are produced each year,
compared to 42 million Chinook fall run
from all the Central Valley hatcheries. The
winter run are fin clipped and have a tiny
tag inserted in the nose. Rearing and
monitoring these fish is very labor



intensive. 

The Livingston Stone Hatchery also has a
small population of another endangered
fish, the Delta Smelt.  Part of the food chain
in the vast California delta ecosystem,
Delta Smelt numbers have plummeted.  Of
the original 29 indigenous species found in
the delta, 12 are either eliminated entirely
or are endangered due to high water
diversions and herbicide and pesticide
pollution from upstream locales. Stored in
the hatchery is a Delta Smelt gene pool as
a buffer from extinction. 

Wisdom From Lefty Kreh #1:

It is not a good idea to attach material such as Krystal Flash or Flashabou, then trim all
strands at one spot. This gives most of the reflectiveness at one location - where the
strands were severed. Instead, clip off the strands at different lengths along the entire
body - that way you'll see little sparkles of light throughout the pattern.

An Entirely Synthetic Fish - Andres Halverson

A couple of friends and I were jokingly talking about the future need for mechanical fish for
anglers.  Looking at the decline in anadromous fish numbers, we would need to program
“robot” fish to swim up rivers depleted of steelhead so we would have something to fish
for.  Never happen of course, instead there will be virtual fish swimming on our computer
screen.  We can go fishing with out ever leaving our homes!  

In describing a “Synthetic Fish”, Andres Halverson does
not delve into science fiction, rather he takes us back into
the actual history of rainbow trout.  Then the book
progresses forward to recent years, and how goals and
fish raising practices have changed along with changes in
angler objectives and philosophies. 

Historically attitudes towards  hunting and fishing for recreation vacillated between being a
lazy waste of time when you should be working all the time then later to being encouraged
because of the importance in being outdoors.  Along with that was the negative mindset
towards rough or “coarse” fish like catfish compared to the more noble “game” fish such as
trout. 

The propagation of rainbow trout to replace the diminishing east coast fisheries including
brook trout and Atlantic salmon is part of the story of Livingston Stone and his McCloud
River hatcheries in the late 1800’s.  Halverson then describes  the role of hatcheries once
they became more established.  In a 1939 federal government fish culture report, was the
statement that is is possible to produce  “an entirely synthetic fish”!  Hatcheries can not
only spawn and raise fish, but also manipulate the genes through breeding programs and
even hybridizing different species, just like tomatoes, potatoes, and hundreds of other
vegetable products.

The National Fish Strain Registry contains 75 strains of rainbow trout. Rainbows have
been bred to grow faster, mature earlier, and breed at different times.  It is possible to
select for disease resistance and even color, shape and fighting ability.  Since rainbows
often tended to migrate, that tendency was bred out for strains of trout destined to be
stocked in private streams. The owners wanted their fish to stay put!  Strains are also
ranked by “angling susceptibility”- easier to catch than browns, but more challenging than
brook trout or cutthroat. 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1126820


I am sure there is a special strain that swims in Lewiston Lake that will only eat flies tied by
Benson Kanemoto!  The trout that are raised in our “Trout in the Classroom” program are
from the Mt. Shasta Hatchery which had Coleman and Shasta strain fish.  In past years we
used Coleman strain triploids (sterile) since their spawning cycle fit our school calendars
better than the Shasta strain. 

This year, however, we were given Hofer strain triploids.  A few years ago the hatchery
had a deadly outbreak of whirling disease in some of their fish. Colorado had developed
the Hofer strain because their state had a serious whirling disease problem.  Halverson
points out the state made the problem far worse by continuing for years to stock rainbow
trout knowing they had the disease!  From the book I learned where the name “Hofer”
came from.  Rainbow trout from the U.S. ( traced back to the McCloud River fish) were
being sent world wide in the late 1800’s. Hofer was a fisheries scientist in Germany and
founder of fish pathology who noticed some of his fish were sick.  In 1903 he identified the
life cycle and tubifex worm host for whirling disease! 

State and federal fish agencies are funded in large part by the sale of fishing license and a
10% tax on purchases of fishing gear.  So for years it was the philosophy that more fish
meant more anglers which meant more sales resulting in more agency funding.  In 1948
the States spent 85% of their angler related income on operating 500 hatcheries. 

If an entirely “Synthetic” fish is the subject of the first half of the book, then entirely
“Invasive” fish is the subject of the rest of the book. What was the impact of millions of a
new fish dumped on the native wildlife species that were already there?  For example, in
the lakes of the California Sierra, frogs began to disappear after trout were introduced.
Also the 14 species of Cutthroat trout in the western states were reduced to 12, and many
of those are too often hybrid.  The pure Cutthroats are now typically found only in isolated
waters that had some natural barrier that kept out rainbows. Rainbows are predatory, are
tough competitors for food and territory, and can carry hatchery disease into the wild. Most
of the damage is hybridization, as the hybrids are less fit, grow more slowly, and with a
lack of genetic diversity are more susceptible to climactic events and disease. 

Some species vanished entirely.  Hundreds of miles of rivers and thousands acres of
lakes were poisoned (rotenone) to rid the water of non-game fish so rainbows could be
stocked. The philosophy at the time was to remove existing fisheries and to restock with
the preferred species.  According to the author, about 95% of hatchery fish die soon after
stocking, so to solve that problem, agencies just added more fish. 

Policies began to change.  In Montana in 1973 biologists began to realize the fishing was
declining.  The more they stocked the worse the fishing quality. At first a proposal to end
all stocking in the state where wild fish were found was not welcomed by everyone in the
fishing industry. Montana has now become a wild trout fishing mecca! 

Where does a rainbow trout fit in todays wide range of outdoor interests?   Fisheries
departments now look more at lakes and streams as an ecosystem, not just another body
of water to put fish for anglers.  There are other species including  fish, amphibians, birds,
etc. to be considered.  Hatcheries still play an important role in serving the wants of many
people in the fishing community.  Not all anglers are in to put-and-take hatchery fish,
though. There are those who prefer to find wild fish (naturally reproduced where they now
live). Others want to pursue wild fish that are also native- still swimming in their historical
waters.  Maybe the best choice is a bit of all three! 

Fishing Quiz:

1). Which of the following is not a native Californian?
 A. Mountain Whitefish.   B. Shad C.  Pike Minnow.   D.  Sucker

2) Name the only native California fish that is catadromous.

3) What is the largest California minnow? 

4) Early bamboo rods were made of what kind of cane?



(Answers are found in the articles.)

Shasta: A Dam, The Fish, and a Bear

The construction began in 1938, with flood control being a
major objective.  Water for irrigation was also important, as
was the generation of electrical power.  It was electricity
though that made Shasta dam a high priority project in the
40’s when World War 2 required more building in the ship
yards of Richmond. The call for workers brought my
mother as a teenager from the fields in Oklahoma to
California (where she and my father eventually met) and to

Richmond  to work as a welder. Women there became the famous “Rosie the Riveter”, or
in my mother’s case,  “Wendy the Welder”.  A ship could be built in about a month  and
were being completed at a rate of three a day. Hard to imagine someone like my mother-
a little over 5 feet tall and barely over 100 pounds at the time, carrying heavy welding gear
up and down ladders inside the hull of a Liberty ship.  But as the war time slogan for
women at that time proclaimed, “We Can Do It”! 

About 2,700 Liberty ships were built in all, and later replaced by the better designed
Victory ships.  Of the 1; 554 ships lost in action, 200 were Liberty ships.  Only two Liberty
ships are still around today. 

 Shasta Dam was completed in 1945, almost two years ahead of schedule due to its
importance for the war effort.  The lake filled in 1948. I first fished it about four years
later.  it is 600 feet tall with room for six football fields on its face. It contains  6.5 million
yards of concrete, enough to build a three foot wide sidewalk around planet earth at the
equator. It has 370 miles of shoreline and can store 4.5 million acre feet of water.

Beneath the lakes surface is a lot of Shasta County history.  There once were the
communities of Kennett, Copper City, Elmore, Baird, Etter, Pitt and Winthrop.  Also lost
are sacred Winnemum-Wintu sites.   The booming gold and then copper mining town of
Kennett occupied the area where nine tribes lived in 250 villages. The town once had a
population of 10,000, with 50 saloons, (one had a bar said to be 150 feet long!) a hospital,
schoolhouse, hotel, and even an opera house.  Now it is under 400 feet of water near
Backbone Creek.  Copper City and the Bully Hill smelter were on the Squaw Creek arm.
Most mining communities were all but  abandoned before the dam was constructed when
the price of metals plummeted. (info. from the Northstate Visitors Guide 2019-2020) 

When one of the earliest resorts, Sugarloaf, was built in 1951, a local banker was quoted
to have remarked, “business on that lake will never amount to anything”. Well, today there
are 9 commercial marinas with over 400 houseboats for rent, more than any other lake in
the U.S. 

With all that water, there is plenty of room for fish.  The lake has catfish, crappie, sturgeon,
salmon, trout and bass. A lot of bass. Once a largemouth and smallmouth fishery, things
changed after the drought years of the 70’s.  Largemouth need cover and tend to spawn
shallow. With the lake drawdowns for agriculture, especially during drought years,
largemouth bass numbers declined. Spotted bass from Kentucky and Alabama were
brought in because they can spawn most anywhere and at deeper depths, so are less
impacted by low lake levels.

In 1981 and 1982 a total of 592 spotted bass were introduced.  Now they make up over
90% of the lake’s bass population.  Spotted bass can hybridize with smallmouth bass, so
those offspring are nicknamed “mules”.  Crossing donkeys and horses produces mules
which are sterile since they end up with an odd number of chromosomes. Don’t know if
that applies to bass “mules” as well! 

With California’s typically mild climate, Shasta bass are a year round fishery.  For the fly
rodder, the spring months are prime time.  The fish are shallow, and more aggressive
feeders prior to their spawning.  Top water can work, but I find streamers and clousers
more consistent producers. The fish probably will grab a variety of colors, but my choice
would be white since I can see it better as it falls.  Spotted bass like to take a fly as it is
sinking.  



When spending a day on Shasta lake fishing, don’t forget to look up on the banks for wild
life. There are deer of course, but coyotes and bob cats are  seen on occasion.  Last year I
saw my first mountain lion on the shore in the Pit River arm.  I have seen quite a few black
bears, including some swimming across the lake. There was an occasion when I was a lot
closer than I care to be to a bear. 

A summer day is not the best time to fish the lake, partly due to the high temperatures and
partly due to the crowds.  Summer is however a great time to fish the lake at night.  It is
surprising how well one can see with just a bit of moonlight.  I would launch about 6:00 in
the evening, fish until 1 or 2 in the morning, then roll out a sleeping bag on the floor of the
boat.  I’d sleep until day light, fish a bit more and then go home. 

One memorable night when it was time to sleep I beached the boat on a shore line on the
McCloud River arm.  I had a small cooler with me that had some assorted snacks being
saved for breakfast.  I didn’t want to have food in the boat with me so I took the cooler up
the bank some distance away, and went to sleep.

I was awakened by some noise- which
sounded like a cooler being rolled around
on rocks.  When I raised up from my bed, I
guess the bear was startled, threatened, or
protective of the meal it had found.  What
ever the reason, it charged my boat!  I use
the term “it” since I don’t know if it was a
boar or a sow.  I do know it was a big
one!  It climbed up on the bow of my boat,
at least the front half was in the
boat.  Maybe it was too heavy to get the
back half on board, or maybe that was all it
needed to do before ending its charge. 

For a long time I left the muddy bear paw print on the foot control of my trolling motor as
a  memento. Same with the broken bracket on my depth finder.

It happened so quickly I did not have time to panic.  If he/she had lingered around for
awhile and then charged I would have had plenty of time to start worrying.  What I did do
was go back to sleep- but not until I motored to the middle of the lake channel and tied to
a tree. 

When I got home I measured the distance from where I rose to the paw prints.  It was
seven feet. 

Wisdom From Lefty Kreh #2:

Most fishermen use the double haul to throw their casting mistakes further.

Links from Bob Shoberg:

Here's a excellent video by Tom Rosenbauer on finding fish in moving water. Fish in a stream
look for places where they can find shelter from the current, hide from predators, and still be
close to good feeding opportunities. 
Knowing where fish hold will allow you to significantly improve how many trout you catch.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=TxD4deOR1LQ&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2e1fDh62GDuMWPczak7ymiAhD9yEENrJPh9sZHn1telY
EmICe0R3buMQI

Here's a few knots to learn while we are 'bored in place' Hopefully we all will be able to hit the
water soon.

Do you want an extremely easy to tie yet strong knot? Try the 'Davy Knot'. Easy to tie and very
effective

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/723635
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxD4deOR1LQ&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2e1fDh62GDuMWPczak7ymiAhD9yEENrJPh9sZHn1telYEmICe0R3buMQI


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NTVZAZ0xQA

The Palomar knot is a simple, but very strong and effective, knot. It is regarded as one of
the strongest and most reliable fishing knots and so easy you can tie it in the dark.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFk_Ktw2f1w

And for those of you new to fly fishing, I recommend learning the double surgeons knot. Its used
to tie two lines together (like leader to tippet). Here's a diagram and video FYI.

https://www.101knots.com/surgeons-knot.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4Uljb_W5tQ

Several years ago I took an excellent still water fly fishing class from Bill Forward and Phil Rowley
at Davis Lake (in Plumas county, above Portola). Lake Davis used to be an annual club fishout
and members have caught a lot of trout there.

Here's an excellent article from 'The catch in the hatch' - 3 secrets guides use to catch more
fish. You can become a better fly fisher from your living room. Check it out.

https://thecatchandthehatch.com/3-secrets-guides-use-catch-fish/?ffst=a42l2-grl

Phil Rowley is an expert still water fisherman and fly tyer. While we are all in lockdown you might
want to take a look at some of his still water fishing videos and tying videos. I suggest taking a
little time to check out the following links to get ready for when they turn us loose to fly fish again.

Phil Rowley Lake Fishing Essentials  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP72VZy1wWU

Stillwater Fly Fishing Basics from Phil Rowley and Brian Chan Chapter
One - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=el6PDTU-_1o  

Note: This one is really basic and focuses on rods and lines for stillwater)

Phil also has a lot of great articles on Entomology, still water fishing, etc. on his website
- http://www.flycraftangling.com/index.asp?p=1

And last but by no means least, for you fly tiers, its time to fill your fly boxes with still water
patterns. If you want to see a lot of great trying videos by Phil, check out this website - 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8QW2rdyLBv6muNhRlmISAQ

Phil Rowley is a great source for still water fly fishing, especially since most of us have a
lot of extra time until they life the 'stay at home' order. Check him out.

Bob Shoberg (with permission)
.......><)))o> .. ><)))o> 
...><)))o>...><)))o>

STFF History: The Early 90's

Meetings were held at Tiger Hall, and speaker topics were frequently conservation issues.
Fish and Game personnel gave talks, such as : “Wild Trout”, the status of salmon numbers
in California rivers including the winter run fish,  the Upper Sacramento recovery efforts
from the devastating Cantera spill, the Iron Mountain mine pollution, a proposal using
Archimedes screw pumps to replace the Red Bluff diversion dam that has been so
detrimental to anadromous fish runs, and the status of the Trinity river fishery.  Mike Jones
had programs about Middle Creek recovery and silt removal.  Interesting that is an issue
Trout Unlimited is now working on 30 years later! 

The club assisted with Sacramento River creel surveys and had an annual river cleanup.
Shasta Fly Fishers received two awards from the Federation: one was for their
“Conservation” efforts, the other was “Communication”.  In addition to the newsletter, club
members produced “Fly Fishing in Shasta County”- a series of community access TV
productions. 

The newsletter was edited by George Cuyler, aka the “Trash Fish Poet”. Several club

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NTVZAZ0xQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFk_Ktw2f1w
https://www.101knots.com/surgeons-knot.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4Uljb_W5tQ
https://thecatchandthehatch.com/3-secrets-guides-use-catch-fish/?ffst=a42l2-grl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP72VZy1wWU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=el6PDTU-_1o
http://www.flycraftangling.com/index.asp?p=1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8QW2rdyLBv6muNhRlmISAQ


members wrote extensively about a variety of issues: George wrote poetry and humor,
Eric Barham wrote about conservation issues and told stories, and Red Modeen wrote fly
fishing tips.  All three are gone now. Other contributors were Woody Woodland, who
worked at the Fly Shop for many years, and Chip O’Brien, who still often writes for various
fishing magazines. 

The annual banquet included a dinner, guest speaker, slide presentation, awards, a raffle
and a live (lively) auction with a lot of clowning around. One guest speaker was Mike
Mercer from the Fly Shop, and included in his presentation was how he caught a
“monster” steelhead on a One Weight rod!  One banquet was held at the Millville Grange,
and the chef was long time club member “Stew” Stewart, who often did the cooking at club
activities.  Stew also led an unusual fish out to the Warner Mountains- via horseback!  

Some notes:

Steelhead cards are now required: 1992
The club had 84 paid members in 1993, dues were $25
Allan Craig has monthly fly tying jam sessions in his classroom at Parsons Middle School
20 people attended a campout at Hat Creek: Terry Craig and her guitar led the singing
and later  a thunderstorm flooded some of the tents! 
Upper Sacramento River: dead carcass fish counts after the Cantera spill:
            sculpin: 695,000 (sculpin have no swim bladder, by the way)
            pike minnow: 56,000
            suckers: 41,000
            bass: 9,000
            trout: 265,000 (equals 7,200/mile) 

The last newsletter in the set was December 1993. The editor, George Cuyler, passed
away unexpectedly later that month. 

Wisdom From Lefty Kreh #3:

There's more B.S. in fly fishing than there is in a Kansas feedlot.

Quiz Answers:
1) shad.
2) catadromous is the opposite of anadromous, the fish is the Striped Mullet. 
3) pike minnow
4) Calcutta

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/723636

